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Abstract 
We have inquired into a means to decrease the number of charged particles 
escaping from a loss cone of a magnetic mirror reactor as many as possible. 
We previously reported the way of installing a supplemental magnetic mirror 
(which has a cyclotron heating space within) at the exit of a main magnetic 
bottle. The cyclotron heating space was set to increase a reflection-efficiency 
of the supplemental mirror. We could not suppress the loss of the escaping 
deuteron ions sufficiently even with a very long mirror and a very powerful 
electric field. Then, in this work we propose a new plan of installing another 
supplemental mirror besides the previous supplemental mirror. A new mirror 
is set perpendicularly to the center axis of the main bottle. By the addition of 
the perpendicular mirror, an efficiency of sending back of escaping deuteron 
ions is considerably theoretically improved. Also in the previous work, since 
we did not touch how to supply a high-frequency electric field to the cyclo-
tron heating space, here we consider supplying it by an extraordinary-wave 
with a cyclotron frequency. It is mentioned that propagation of an extraordi-
nary-wave with an electron cyclotron frequency depends on a magnetic field 
strength and density of escaping electrons. 
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1. Introduction 

It is considered that the most sincere problem in research with respect to a fu-
sion reactor of magnetic mirror-type is that escaping loss of charged particles 
from the loss cone is still too much [1]. We first examined a means [2] of setting 
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a supplemental magnetic mirror (with a cyclotron resonance space within) at the 
exit of a main magnetic bottle. The principal aim in Ref. [2] was to reduce the 
half-vertical angle (called the loss angle) of the loss cone by the cyclotron reson-
ance heating [3]. However, we could not sufficiently suppress the loss of escap-
ing deuteron ions even with a very powerful electric field and a very long mag-
netic mirror. So, we proposed introduction of a means for replenishing a large 
quantity of deuteron ions from the outside. But in this work, we mention an idea 
that, by setting another supplemental magnetic mirror (called Perp-mirror) 
perpendicularly to the center line of the supplemental mirror (called Pa-
ra-mirror) which is set in parallel with the center line of the main bottle, we may 
be able to induce “most of charged particles escaping from the exit (plane 

1 0 4d d d  in Figure 1) of Para-mirror” outside the loss cone of Perp-mirror. Based 
on this idea, we mention in §3 a new plan to reclaim escaping charged particles 
themselves. 

We did not touch in Ref. [2] how to supply a high frequency electric field to 
the cyclotron resonance heating space. Then, in this work we consider transmit-
ting an extraordinary wave with an electron cyclotron frequency or with a cyclo-
tron frequency for a deuteron ion D+ to a heating space. It is mentioned in §2 
that propagation of an extraordinary wave with an electron cyclotron frequency 
depends on plasma density and magnetic field strength. 

2. Heating by an Extraordinary Wave 

The refractive index xn  [4] [5] [6] [7] for an extraordinary wave (called 
X-wave) with a frequency ω  is given by 
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Figure 1. A supplemental magnetic mirror (called Para-mirror) for reclaiming 
charged particles to escape from the exit (plane (a)) of the main bottle. Con-
stant electric fields ±E1 V/m are for making charged particles go near the cen-
tral plane perpendicular to the z-axis, B is a magnetic field which is a function 
of position. 
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We examine whether two kinds of X-wave with frequencies cω  and iω  can 
pass through a plasma. 

2.1. About X-Wave with ω = ωc 

Since 1eβ =  and 1i i c e im mβ ω ω= =   we have 
2 4
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When a value of B is set, an upper limit of en  is determined from (2). We 
consider a supplemental mirror (Para-mirror) as shown in Figure 1. X-wave 
with cω ω=  is supplied between planes (c) and (c)’. Then, we have 

4T,B =  
12 10.704 10 seccω

−= × , 

( )22 12 20 32   o  r   10 , 3 10 m .pe c pe enα ω ω ω −< ∴ ×        (3) 

Since it is presumed that a target density for electron density in a main bottle 
is 21 310  m− , we have set an electron heating space behind mirror (b)-(c). 

2.2. About X-Wave with ω = ωi 

We set a heating space for deuteron ions D+ between planes (a)-(b). Since 
2 2α > , 1iβ =  and 1,e c i i em mβ ω ω= =   we have from (1) 
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There is no essential restriction for values of 2α  and eβ . 

3. Sending Back of Escaping Deuteron Ions by a  
Perpendicular Mirror 

Even if Para-mirror of such a large scale as shown in Figure 1 is used, it is clear, 
based on the examination in Ref. [2], that the escaping loss of charged particles 
is still too large. Then, we propose a means of installing another magnetic mirror 
(Perp-mirror) perpendicularly to the center line of the Para-mirror, as shown in 
Figure 2. Using Perp-mirror, we plan to reclaim charged particles themselves 
escaping from Para-mirror. In Figure 2, plane 1 0 4d d d  is the exit of Pa-
ra-mirror. It is assumed that most of the magnetic force lines coming out of 
plane 1 0 4d d d  enter into surfaces 1 2a a  and 3 4a a  of the ferromagnetic sub-
stance. Our plan to reclaim deuteron ions (called the test ions) escaping from 
plane 1 0d d  and going to surface 1 2a a  is through the following procedure: 

1) Under the force in the direction of 1 1×E B  ( 1E : a constant electric field, 

1B : a magnetic field which is a function of position), the test ions get out of re-
gion 1 0 2 1d d a a , pass through plane 2 3a a  and go to plane 2 3b b . Here, it is ex-
pected that each incident angle of the test ions when passing plane 2 3b b  (each 
inclination from the direction parallel to the centerline) is considerably smaller 
than 90˚. 
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Figure 2. A schematic diagram of an apparatus (called Perp-mirror) to reclaim the escaping deuteron ions. 
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2) Magnetic fields in the central part and the exit of Perp-mirror are 0.1 T, 0.1 
× 4 × 4 T, respectively. The loss angle of this mirror is 14.5˚. Then, the test ions 
having entered within region 2 3 3 2b b c c  will begin roundtrip motions between 
the upper and lower reflection-parts of Perp-mirror. 

3) In the above situation, when a constant electric field 2E  is supplied within 
the central part 2 3 3 2b b c c , as shown in Figure 2, the test ions drift in the direc-
tion of 22 ×E B  ( 2B : a magnetic field which is a function of position) and fi-
nally jump out in the right-hand side of plane 2 3b b . These test ions are expected 
to return to plane 1 0 4d d d . It should be noted that a part of particles may collide 
with planes 1 2a a , 3 4a a , 2 2a b , 3 3a b  and may become loss particles. 

Since it can be expected that deuteron ions will not rush to the exits of 
Perp-mirror, an electric wave can be transmitted in parallel with the center line 
of Perp-mirror, by diverting aside the directions of the strong magnetic force 
lines from the mirror axis, as shown in Figure 2. The wave with the frequency 
ω  which satisfies 1iω ω   ( )2 2, 0.1 Ti iq mω = =B B  can pass through 
Perp-mirror. The left-circularly polarized wave contributes to heating of deute-
ron ions. From the examination in Ref. [2], in order to shorten the length be-
tween planes (a) and (b) in Figure 1 but to heat heavy deuteron ions sufficiently, 
another heating region is necessary. 

In this plan, the troublesome problem is that a necessary magnitude for 1E  
and a necessary length for 0 2d a  are extremely large. A ratio of 

( )2
1 1 1 1 1× ⊥E B B E B  to the mean thermal velocity ( )62 10 m siυ ×  of deu-

teron ions at temperature 84 K10  ×  is given by, for instance, when 1 16 T=B  
and 4

1 20 V m10= ×E , 
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Even if such a powerful electric field is used, a necessary length for 0 2d a  is 
about ( )1 0160 d d . However, this problem can be solved by setting constant elec-
tric fields 1x̂± E  also in the space with the smaller magnetic field 1 T between 
planes (a)-(b) in Figure 1. 

4. Conclusions 

We have mentioned the means for sending back most of escaping charged par-
ticles to the main bottle by the help of Para-mirror (Figure 1) and Perp-mirror 
(Figure 2). An efficiency of sending back depends on whether charged particles 
escaping from plane 1 0 4d d d  can pass through plane 2 3b b  or not. As a simple 
countermeasure, it is considered to make 1E  between planes 1 4d d  and 1 4a a  
smaller and instead to make 1E  between planes (a) and (b) of Figure 1 bigger. 
Also, it is necessary to decrease the number of charged particles escaping from 
plane 1 0 4d d d  as many as possible, because scatterings (collisions) by the Cou-
lomb forces ought to obstruct an orderly drift-movement in the direction of 

1 1×E B . 
Further, we consider that charged particles heating should be done outside the 
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main bottle in order not to disturb the stability of a plasma within the main bot-
tle. Both Para-mirror and Perp-mirror are heaters to warm charged particles 
very slowly. 
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